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About This Game
Minimal is unique logic game with simple controls and addictive gameplay. There is no story, no clutter - everything is simple,
minimalistic. Whole game tries to keep you focused on one simple goal, which is solving current puzzle.
To solve the puzzle, you need to click on a tile to change the colors of its neighboring tiles so that the expected pattern is
reached. We have prepared lots of challenging levels, each including a PAR that displays the minimum number of turns
necessary to complete the level. While appearing deceptively easy, the gameplay gets progressively harder to ensure the player is
challenged at all times.
Minimal is very challenging and it will require a lot of brains to solve all the content. But don't worry, if you get stuck you can
always go to other levels and come back later.

Features
250 hand-made levels
Simple rules & controls
Hours of challenging gameplay
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Title: Minimal
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Gammosaur
Publisher:
Gammosaur
Release Date: 16 Dec, 2016
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7
Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo
Graphics: Intel integrated graphics
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awesome game. so much fun and such a cool story line. Hell yeeaahhh!. Played this with friends and family, 2-4 players.
Excellent, excellent fun. Highly recommended. I've even played the single player a fair bit to unlock ths cars for multiplayer..
Makes your cars look brutal. Let's you "paint" your cars in several types of designs + colors. worth the $0.99. Not a good game,
extemeley boring and the text to speech is horrible for voice acting. I wonder if it gets more fun as the game continues but I
couldn't sit throguh the beginning, too boring.
If this does recive more content, fun levels and better voices I will definitley buy again.. impossible to play no control.. Do not
be fooled by the steam store page, this game has fully implemented online play through the steam system. I bought it for it's
gameplay, and still enjoy it for that and it's well done online laddering.
Not only are the controls solidly simple, but they also allow for quite a few physics based trickes to be pulled off. This results in
gameplay that rarely gets dull and allows the player's playstyle to clearly show in multiplayer matches.
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i just wanted to give the game a positive review since i am enjoying it so much :)
Since I am here, might as well say that fans of "long live the queen" will also be fans of "maraiyum:
rise of the setting sun".
PS: The endings roll too fast! I can't read everything on time.... It's OK but not complete - All of the Story & Encounters are
there, but there are not maps for every encounter and for those encounters that have maps available you will need to do the work
of adding the encounters to the map yourself as this has not been done by the authors.. This game has potential BUT it was never
completed...
The multiplayer feature is bugged just like the purpose of the game itself (to kill bugs).
Don't waste your time and\/or money on this game.
. It's a fun game to waste your time with, and with that I mean that it's like a game that you play when you can't find any thing
better to do, it's pretty bad game I'll admit, but it's not even a dollar so it's tolerable, the content of the game is abbismal, you
just drive as a tank shooting other tanks that only hurt you if you collide with them, controlss aren't that gerat either, but if you
feel like you kinda maybe want it, then go for it, again it costs less than a dollar so why not? The emoticons and the other stuff
you get from booster packs are pretty cool too. Now you may notice that i've spent barely any time on the game but you don't
need to play for long before you know all it's content and more.
All around 7\/10 game, get if you want, if you're more into actual games then don't.. Buy this for the wild west rampage, an
awsome table that features many missions and great replay, the other table, is kind of a throw away.. The most hard boiled
character in the entire series.. Best Far Cry in my opinion. The story is easy to understand, the missions are amazing, and the
open world is fun to roam and do whatever you want. Far Cry 4 is very similar.. bought deluxe Ed. and got no extra content.
where is the PDF book?. Go buy this collection or die trying!
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